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We prepared submicron wide trilayer spin valve wires designed with periodic “spikes” as artificial
roughness. The height and the pitch of the spikes were varied systematically. No obvious
dependence was found between the roughness and the domain wall velocity when the spikes were
smaller than a threshold of 30 nm for NiFe. The average velocity was slowed down when the height
of the spikes were larger than the threshold. In-plane transverse magnetic fields help to reduce the
critical current density for current induced domain-wall motion. Our results could be attributed to
the space modulation of the local magnetization. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3463459�

In contemporary nanotechnology, domain wall devices
attract lots of attention in information storage and process-
ing. These devices utilize domain wall displacements at the
boundary of different magnetizations by means of keeping at
least one domain wall within the device and manipulating its
motion.1 Applications such as magnetic logic devices2 and
racetrack memories3 have been proposed. For these applica-
tions to be competitive with the present devices, the domain
wall dynamics must be fast and reliable. Therefore, determi-
nation of the domain wall velocity in submicron or nano-
meter magnetic wires is one of the crucial topics of interest
not only for fundamental research but also for applications.

There have been studies of the domain wall velocity
in magnetic materials.4–8 The domain wall velocity
v= ��D /��H at a low field viscous regime is proportional to
the applied field H, where � is the gyromagnetic ratio; D the
domain width; � the Gilbert damping parameter. When the
magnitude of an external field is equal to the Walker field,4

one can find the maximum velocity of the domain wall. As
the field is increased over the Walker field, the domain wall
velocity reduces significantly and begins to move in an os-
cillatory manner due to the nucleation of vortices inside the
domain wall. Before the domain wall begins to propagate
again in a submicron wide wire, the nucleation must transit
the width of the wire.5–7 To overcome the velocity break-
down, several simulation reports showed that fields perpen-
dicular to the wire plane and edge roughness can enhance the
domain wall velocities at a field larger than the Walker
field.5,9–13 Experimental results also showed the suppression
of the Walker breakdown and enhancement of domain wall
velocity below the Walker field.14 Domain wall motions can
be induced by an external field or by high current density
�Jc�.

15–17 In the current induced domain-wall motion �CIDM�
effect, reducing the critical current density is another impor-
tant issue for application. Law et al. described a strategy to
reduce the Jc in CoFe/Pd-based perpendicular anisotropy
spin valves by the insertion of an in-plane spin polarizer.18

As the line width gets narrower, roughness on the edges
of the nanowires cannot be ignored. There have been experi-
mental results of domain wall mobility reported.12,19 The dis-
crepancies among the experimental results and with theoret-
ical calculations were usually attributed to the roughness.
Reports studying the roughness effect on magnetic nano-
wires suggested that the edge roughness would obstruct the
domain wall motion.10,11,20,21 However, it was proposed theo-
retically that roughness could decrease the switching field
and increase the domain wall velocity at high fields.21,22

When wires have rough edges, the decrease of velocity due
to distorted domain walls in the turbulent regime under high
fields was suppressed from numerical simulation.22 It was
then proposed that roughness should be engineered rather
than avoided when fabricating domain wall nanostructure
devices.

With the advent of modern nanolithography techniques,
nanoscale patterns with better defined shapes are achievable
in order to study the physical properties at this length scale.
Since there are both pros and cons related to the roughness
effect on the domain wall mobility,19,23 we would like to
study this effect systematically. Also will be shown is the
roughness effect on the critical current density for current-
induced magnetization switching.

The edge roughness due to the fabrication technique has
been on the order of 10 nm for nanowires with width on the
order of 100 nm.19 Our sample wires consisted of a spin
valve structure, NiFe�24 nm�/Cu�10 nm�/NiFe�12 nm�, and
their widths were fixed at 400 nm. Different edge “rough-
ness” was designed by e-beam lithography as periodic spikes
along both sides of the samples. The height of the spikes was
varied up to 60 nm and the pitches �period� were varied up to
400 nm. Samples were deposited by dc magnetron sputtering
onto Si substrates. Figure 1 shows four typical NiFe samples
with �a� no designed roughness, measured edge roughness
about 7 nm; �b� 26 nm spike height, 200 nm pitch; �c� 33 nm
spike height, 100 nm pitch; and �d� 51 nm spike height,
200 nm pitch.a�Electronic mail: leesf@phys.sinica.edu.tw.
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Sample resistance was measured with a four-probe
technique at room temperature. Magnetoresistance values
are normalized to the saturation values �MR= �R�H�
−R�HS�� /R�HS��. The sweeping rate of the applied magnetic
field was kept at 105 Oe /s �10 Oe /100 �s� for all measure-
ments. In Fig. 2, we present the MR curves of the four
samples in Fig. 1. Unlike the large size thin film spin valve
structures, in which thick layers usually had smaller coercive
fields and switched first upon the reversal of the magnetic
field, thin layers switched first in nanowires.20 The large
shape anisotropy in nanowires causes the domain wall for-
mation and propagation responsible for magnetization rever-
sal and domain walls in thin wires cost less energy. The
sample without the designed roughness showed fast transi-
tions between low and high resistance states, resulting in a
square MR curve. The switching fields decreased when the
spikes were introduced, indicating that the formation of the
domain walls became easier. As the spike height increased,
the switching field also increased, suggesting that large
enough spikes had stronger binding strength to the domain
walls. Apart from the difference in MR ratios and in the
switching fields, the transitions of the MR curves on the low
field side were smoother when the spike height increased.
This was due to the difference of the domain wall displace-
ments in the magnetic layers. Thus, we could study qualita-

tively the average domain wall velocities as functions of de-
signed spike heights and pitches with the transition widths
�H, which is the field range of 10% to 90% changes on the
MR curves. When the pitch became longer, no systematic
change on the MR, switching field, and �H was observed.
The transition width �H versus spike height are presented in
Fig. 3. When the spikes are smaller than 30 nm, the rough-
ness provides nucleation sites around which reverse domains
can easily form to reduce the switching field and to stabilize
the wall structure.21,22 The smaller roughness on the scale of
the exchange length makes the domain wall propagate stably.
When the spike becomes larger, it creates a pinning effect on
the magnetic domain walls and a stronger applied field is
needed to overcome the local anisotropy so that the switch-
ing field and the �H are increased.24 We also performed a
time-domain dynamic measurement by using a 10 GHz os-
cilloscope. A home-made pre-amplifier was needed since the
voltage drops across our metallic samples were small. The
time variations of the signals rising from 20% to 70% MR at
10 Oe are presented in the inset of Fig. 3. Since the measure-
ment is performed in a much shorter time scale than the field
variation, the magnetic field can be taken as a constant. The
mobility � is 3.9�0.4 m /s Oe, similar to the value of
2.6�0.2 m /s Oe reported by Ono et al.20 The slopes of the
linear response versus spike height showed the same ten-
dency as shown in Fig. 3. As the spike height decreased,
domain wall motion was unhindered. As spike height in-
creased, more time was necessary for the domain wall to
travel through the sample. There were sometimes transient
states, at which the voltages were constant for up to 100 ns,
for large spike samples �not shown in the figure�. The 30 nm
of spike height was a critical value above which slower do-
main wall motion can be clearly observed.

We used the 3-dimensional micromagnet simulation
OOMMF �Ref. 25� to simulate the magnetization configura-
tions of the trilayer spin valve wires with different spikes.
The magnetizations of the samples were determined by solv-
ing the Landau–Lifschitz–Gilbert equation. The parameters
used were the exchange constant 3�1011 J /m, saturation
moment 8.6�105 A /m, no crystalline anisotropy, damping
parameters 0.5, and mesh size 10�10�12 nm3. From the
simulation, the vortex wall was created at one side of the
wire when the magnetic field was diminished from the satu-
ration and reversed. When the spike was small, the local
moments near the wire edge were rotated and aligned with

FIG. 1. Scanning electron microscope images of the NiFe samples with �a�
no designed roughness, �b� 26 nm spike height, 200 nm pitch, �c� 33 nm
spike height, 100 nm pitch, and �d� 51 nm spike height, 200 nm pitch.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Magnetoresistance ratio curves of the four samples in
Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Transition width �H vs spike height �square�. The
rising time vs spike height �star�. The inset shows the MR vs time of no
roughness, spike 21 nm, spike 43 nm and spike 51 nm samples.
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the spike shape but the moments at the center were not af-
fected. When the spike was large enough, the shape aniso-
tropy fields could create space modulation of the local mo-
ments across the line width from the spikes before the
domain started to propagate. The anisotropy fields would af-
fect the domain propagation and decrease its velocity.

The CIDM effect was also investigated in these samples.
When the external field was applied along the wire, the
samples showed CIDM within a narrow field range smaller
than the coercive field, as we have found in other kinds of
submicron wires.26,27 When the field was zero, we could not
find CIDM with the Jc up to 1�109 A /cm2. When the field
was applied in the transverse direction of the samples with
designed roughness, the CIDM was clearly observed at and
around zero field. Figure 4 shows the differential resistance
dV /dI spectra of a sample with spikes height of 56 nm and
pitch of 215 nm. The measurements were made by the dif-
ferential technique.28 When a �3000 Oe saturation field was
applied along the hard axis of the wire and then reduced to
zero, a magnetization reversal characteristic peak in dV /dI
was observed when the current I was increased. This can be
explained by local domain formation near the roughness due
to the shape anisotropy. The critical current density is on the
order of 1 to 3�106 A /cm2 at zero field, which is one order
of magnitude smaller than the typical reported value.15–17

Thus, roughness can be engineered to reduce the critical cur-
rent density in the CIDM effect.

In summary, we prepared samples with different edge
‘roughness’ to study the roughness effects on the domain
wall displacement. Below a threshold length, 30 nm for
12 nm thick and 400 nm wide NiFe wires, the average do-
main velocity remained constant. When the spikes were

larger, more pining sites were created for the domain walls
and slowed down the average velocity. The same space
modulation of the magnetization, when the external field was
applied and returned to zero in the transverse direction of the
wire, helped to reduce the critical current density for current
induced domain-wall motion.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� The differential resistance vs current curves shows
the current induced magnetization switching at low fields after a �3000 Oe
saturation field transverse to the wire. Different symbols represent data at
various fields as indicated. The inset shows the full spectrum at zero field.
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